John Deere improves 2500A Tri-Plex

John Deere has improved its 2500A Tri-Plex Greens Mower model by providing enhanced features that increase cutting performance, ease of maintenance and operator comfort.

The 2500A features a new radiator with stronger cross-flow tubes to increase cooling system performance. The design also features a new backlap valve to help improve debris handling. In addition, operators will notice improved response when lifting and lowering reels, thanks to an improved lower assembly.

Other benefits include an improved grounding methodology for proper operation of the electrical system, improved durability through a new engine shut-off module, increased operator comfort through an enhanced seat, increased clearance to the muffler via a new three-wheel assist yoke assembly and improved body durability and styling. For more information, contact: 800-537-8233.

Rack keeps seed and soil bottles organized

Standard Golf Co.'s new Seed and Soil Bottle Rack is designed to help course superintendents solve the problem of keeping seed and soil bottles ready for use. The bottle rack holds up to 30 bottles, and can be easily transported for use between the ninth and tenth greens to encourage golfers to exchange empty bottles. The portable rack holds two removable crates, each of which has a capacity of up to 15 40-ounce (1.4 L) bottles.

For more information, contact: 866-743-9733 or www.standardgolf.com.

MoKart eases greens mower transport

The MoKart, distributed by Time Saver Consultants, provides an easier way to transport greens mowers around the golf course. The cart's tilting frame allows for effortless loading and unloading. The frame remains tilted until the mower is reloaded and self-latched back in the transport mode. The unit is adjustable to carry 18-inch, 22-inch and 26-inch mowers. The weight of the mower is carried by the drum to eliminate the possibility of bent axles. The unit will carry John Deere and Toro mowers with or without groomers.

For more information, contact: 800-698-8580.

Mule gets new flip-up windshield

Kawasaki has introduced a flip-up windshield for its Mule 3000 Series utility vehicle. The seamless one-piece design allows full opening of storage space and features gas assist shocks with a locking ventilation position. The windshield can be used along with a hard plastic top or a fabric top. Maximum open trailer towing speed is 65 mph. For more information contact: Kawasaki dealer or www.buykawasaki.com.

MoKart makes unloading and loading greens mowers a snap

MoKart makes unloading and loading greens mowers a snap. The unit is adjustable to carry 18-inch, 22-inch and 26-inch mowers. The weight of the mower is carried by the drum to eliminate the possibility of bent axles. The unit will carry John Deere and Toro mowers with or without groomers.

For more information, contact: 800-698-8580.

Eagle 1100 throws farther

Rain Bird's newest closed-case, valve-in-head rotor is the Eagle 1100, which provides an easy solution for quick coupler system upgrades and is designed for larger single-row or double-row irrigation systems with sizable spacings.

At the largest nozzle, the new rotor throws 100 feet at 80 psi and 110 feet at 100 psi. The 1100 rotor is rated to 120 operating pressure and a maximum 150 system pressure. It includes a settable stator that allows for adjustable rotation times for syringe speeds or maximum radius settings.

For more information, contact: 800-984-2255 or www.rainbird.com.

Goossen unveils PTO-powered verticutter

Goossen is ready with its new PTO-powered pull unit for verticutting, dethatching, renovating and preparation for overseeding. The unit features 540 rpm power take-off, a heavy-duty right-angle gearbox, 60 chain drive with shear bolt and a 60-inch-wide swath. It has 40 blades, spaced at one-and-a-half-inches, that are made of 12 inch diameter steel. The blades are adjustable for precision depth control and feature hydraulic lift for transport. For more information, contact 800-833-1042.